Quantifying impact: Knowing the Value of your Tech Investment

Microsoft commissioned Forrester Consulting and Concentrix to help. Three studies, two that measure the Total Economic Impact of Microsoft products and solutions, and a third on the Total Cost of Ownership of Microsoft devices, provide readers with a deeper understanding of the value they may be getting in return for their tech investments. Here’s what we learned.

Revolutionize learning

In a survey of school leader studies found that Microsoft’s comprehensive solutions enhance student learning outcomes, engage students, and foster inclusive digital learning environments.

Enhance productivity

Microsoft’s innovative solutions support vital collaboration efforts and help staff automate administrative processes, unlocking essential time for educators.

Avoid hidden costs

Microsoft has built-in, best-in-class security, identity, and compliance to keep students, staff, and devices safe.

Improve school security

Microsoft’s offerings provide superior value, backed by a history of success and a commitment to innovation. Windows devices and Microsoft solutions enhance learning and administrative efficiency, optimize technology budgets, and harness emerging technologies, like AI. Leveraging Microsoft yields unmatched benefits, making it an exceptional platform for educational institutions.

For more information, explore the full whitepaper Quantifying Impact: Knowing the Value of your Tech Investment at http://aka.ms/M365Win11Valuewhitepaper
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